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American medicine is a powerful “weapon of freedom” in our 
nation’s arsenal against terrorists and the forces of oppression.1 

However, tailgate medicine, as commonly practiced by many well-meaning 
medical civil-assistance programs (medcaPs), is not an effective tool for 
commanders conducting  counterinsurgency (cOin) operations in the iraqi 
theater of operations. To legitimize the iraqi Government, we must build 
capability in local institutions, not replace essential services like medicine 
with direct medical care by occupying forces. 

The major fault of medcaPs in iraq is strategic. medcaPs undermine 
local medical services sanctioned by the iraqi ministry of Health and pro-
vincial medical directors, thus decreasing support for iraq’s national and 
provincial governments. The insurgency in iraq will be defeated when iraqis 
reject it through their acceptance of and dependence on the legitimate iraqi 
Government. instead of helping to achieve this end state, medcaPs, no 
matter how well intentioned, planned, or executed, weaken iraqi Government 
services and, therefore, are counterproductive to U.S. strategic aims. 

military medicine can be an effective operational tool if we apply it thought-
fully. many have noted that it contributed to social, economic, and political 
stability in past conflicts.2 Tommy Thompson, the former U.S. secretary of 
Health and Human Services, has called for increased “medical diplomacy” in 
america’s foreign and defense policy, declaring it “the best chance to win the 
war on terror and defeat the terrorists.”3 The 2005 National Strategy for Victory 
in Iraq cited the value of building and rehabilitating health care facilities.4 more 
recently, The Iraq Study Group Report stated that “building the capacity of the 
iraqi Government should be at the heart of U.S. reconstruction efforts.”5 How-
ever, turning observations, strategic guidance, and situational understanding 
into effective operational missions presents a challenge for leaders on today’s 
battlefield. This article examines the U.S. military’s experiences with medical 
civil-military operations (mcmO); discusses current policy, doctrine, and 
practice; and describes the experiences of the 3d armored cavalry regiment 
(3d acr) in Tal afar, iraq, in 2005 as an example of successful brigade-level 
operations that support, build, and promote local medical institutions.

Historical Perspective 
We have used medicine as a tool for winning hearts and minds in previous 

COIN campaigns. For example, an essential part of the pacification campaign 
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in the Philippines insurrection was establishing public 
health measures, along with organizing municipal 
governments and public schools. General e.S. Otis and 
General Arthur MacArthur’s pacification policies were 
the foundation for the colonial civilian government that 
President William Howard Taft later established. The 
medical component of the program helped achieve a 
relative peace that lasted for nearly four decades.6

during the Vietnam War, the U.S. military invested 
between $500 million and $750 million in the medical 
civic action Program (medcaP) and treated more 
than 40 million Vietnamese civilians.7  medcaP 
was designed to provide aid to villages and com-
munities by using Vietnamese military medical 
personnel assisted by U.S. medical personnel, but 
with the introduction of large numbers of U.S. troops 
into Vietnam in 1965, U.S. military medical teams 
assumed responsibility for medical care to civilians 
in their respective areas of operation (aOs). 

a 2001 Military Medicine article described the 
Vietnam medcaPs: 

Often, a medcaP team would simply show 
up and set up shop. a schoolroom was frequently 
the chosen locale. mainly elderly women and 
children were seen. it was very rare to see a 
young man of working or military age. every 
patient was given something. most often, there 
was no available X-ray or laboratory backup. if 
the interpreters were not even slightly medically 
sophisticated, treatment was based on guessing. 
Because of security concerns, follow-up visits 
could not be scheduled on a regular basis. The 
session would last until the medical unit ran out of 
supplies, all of the patients were seen, or it began 
to get late in the day and it was necessary to return 
to the base camp before darkness set in. Generally, 
supplies gave out before the patients did. 

There was supposed to be coordination between 
the various US military units and the Vietnamese 
civilian health care organizations. This was often 
absent or deficient. Not infrequently, a medical 
group from one unit would arrive in a hamlet or at 
an orphanage to find another medical group work-
ing there or having just been there. On one occa-
sion, five different US civic action groups arrived 
at one hamlet simultaneously. none of them had 
coordinated their activities through the district or 
province advisors because of security reasons.8

There were other medical programs in Vietnam as 
well. The Volunteer Physicians for Vietnam program 
(coordinated with the american medical asso-
ciation) rotated volunteer civilian physicians into 
Vietnam for 60-, 90-, or 120-day tours. However, 
the number of volunteers was inadequate and the 
tours were too short to enable physicians to develop 
significant relationships with their Vietnamese coun-
terparts; thus, the program was not sustained. 

The military Provincial Health Program (miLP-
HaP) was a team of U.S. doctors, nurses, and medics 
assigned to provincial hospitals to aid and train Viet-
namese health providers. initially, the miLPHaP teams 
provided medical care and health services directly to 
Vietnamese civilians while training hospital staff work-
ers and improving Vietnamese physicians’ surgical 
skills. By 1971, miLPHaP personnel were training 
Vietnamese medical personnel in preventive medicine 
and public health. These programs were thought to have 
improved the quality of medical care given Vietnamese 
civilians. However, there were problems: program 
administrators intervened before finding out what the 
Vietnamese wanted or were able to support; no long-
range health plan existed; frequent rotations of person-
nel resulted in a lack of institutional memory; missing 
medical supplies often appeared later on the black 
market or in the hands of enemy soldiers; and some 
Vietnamese physicians believed that they lost face in 
their community because the presence of foreign teams 
implied that the foreign doctors had greater skills.9  

in his book Military Medicine To Win Hearts 
and Minds: Aid to Civilians in the Vietnam War, 
dr. robert Wilensky concluded, “The medical 
assistance effort had little impact on the outcome of 
the conflict.”10 although the locals appreciated indi-
vidual benefits, these various medical programs did 
nothing to build support for the republic of Vietnam, 
because its citizens did not identify U.S. military 
medical actions with the Vietnamese Government.

…these various medical programs 
did nothing to build support for the 

Republic of Vietnam, because its 
citizens did not identify U.S.  

military medical actions with the 
Vietnamese Government.
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Although MCMO in low-intensity conflict may 
be a cost-effective and uncontroversial way to gain 
popular support, medical programs, in the words 
of Wilensky, “should aim the best light possible 
on the host government, not on the United States. 
The emphasis should be on developing capability, 
not providing service.”11 

Current Events
In Iraq, medical and combat arms officers alike 

often see mcmO as a drive-by operation for sup-
porting pacification, gathering local intelligence, or 
rewarding locals for their cooperation. We can only 
practice “band-aid medicine” at medcaPs: we 
provide no enduring medical care. as in Vietnam, 
a medcaPs-like operation in iraq often consists 
of a temporary “clinic” staffed by a physician or 
physician’s assistant and supported by several 
medics. We advertise the clinic for a short time in 
the local community, rush as many patients through 
as can be seen in a couple of hours, and then hastily 
decamp. We distribute over-the-counter medica-
tions to patients and then discover the medicine we 
dispensed is being sold on the black market. 

in addition, medcaPs can create tactical and 
operational problems. due to the perception that 
U.S. medicine is superior, huge crowds commonly 
gather at a temporary clinic, creating a target of 
opportunity for the would-be suicide bomber or for 
the enemy’s indirect fire. 

another problem is that theater medical rules of 
eligibility constrain medical care and prohibit refer-
rals to higher levels of U.S. care; we refer patients 
with serious medical conditions back to iraqi hospi-
tals or clinics. all too often, the local citizens’ unmet 
expectations lead to their dissatisfaction and distrust 
of U.S. forces. Thus, whether due to a catastrophic 
attack or to inadequate medical care, the secondary 
and tertiary effects of tailgate medcaPs over-
shadow any goodwill that may have developed. 

many arab leaders are physicians, including 
Ibrahim al-Jaafari and Ayad Allawi, the first two 
iraqi prime ministers after Saddam’s deposal. in the 
cities and villages of iraq, physicians are commonly 
the most educated members of their communities, 
and their influence is substantial. Courting their 
cooperation could result in greater community sup-
port. in this endeavor, american military physicians 
may take a leading role by virtue of their common 

training and experience. However, like the programs 
in Vietnam with Vietnamese physicians, poorly 
planned mcmO may cause iraqi physicians to lose 
face and feel that their honor is compromised. U.S. 
and coalition forces lose a prestigious and respected 
ally in the community when this occurs. 

The enemy recognizes the powerful value of medi-
cine as well. as part of their terrorism campaign, 
insurgents target iraqi physicians because of their 
financial status and social prestige.12 in other fronts 
of the War on Terrorism, terrorist organizations such 
as Hezbollah have established shadow medical sys-
tems to develop local support for their operations. 

in his article “Winning the Peace: The requirement 
for Full-Spectrum Operations,” Lieutenant General 
Peter chiarelli, a former commander of multi-national 
corps-iraq, noted, “Full spectrum operations are the 
continuation of combat operations by other means.”13 
in iraq, these tactics include improving infrastructure, 
training security forces, and creating jobs. instituting 
mcmO is another unconventional tactic that would 
contribute immensely to successful operations.14 

On the battlefield, our ground forces are con-
stantly using innovative solutions to adapt to current 
tactical and operational realities, and the army is 
developing new doctrine on full-spectrum opera-
tions. army medical department leaders recognize 
american medicine’s potential for combating ter-
rorism, and they also see the need to adapt medical 
doctrine to incorporate medical civil-military opera-
tions. The new Joint Task Force Senior Medical 
Leader Operations Guide states that “the focus of 
Health Support Services initiatives during mcmO 
is to improve Host nation capacity to provide 
public health and medical services to its population, 
thereby enhancing legitimacy of the Host nation, 
enhancing force protection, and accomplishing 
the combined Joint Task Force’s political-military 
objectives.”15 in September 2005, the commanding 
general of the 44th medical command (medcOm) 

In Iraq…[i]nstituting MCMO…
would contribute immensely 

to successful operations.
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recommended that the army medical department 
center and School develop a program of instruction 
for use in its basic and advanced officer courses 
for “the employment of medical forces in civil-
military operations as well as for the development 
of strategic medical engagement strategy.”16 in 
particular, the 44th medcOm after action review 
noted that there are not enough public health teams 
in iraq to support the medical engagement strategy 
adequately.17   

Optimizing the use of the combat units’ organic 
medical personnel and resources could help achieve 
strategic objectives. Lessons learned from opera-
tional and tactical successes in mcmO could be 
used to help develop doctrine for medical diplo-
macy on the battlefield, to include an mcmO 
toolset for combat commanders. 

3d ACR’s Experience 
The 3d armored cavalry regiment’s experience 

in Tal afar, iraq, demonstrates how brigade-level 
medical units can successfully contribute to full-
spectrum operations and help win the peace. When 
the 3d acr arrived in Tal afar in april 2005, al-
Qaeda had infiltrated the only hospital in the city, 
and the hospital director was reportedly an insurgent 
sympathizer. Violent crimes were committed at the 
hospital, including the murder of Shi’ite iraqi police 
officers and the detonation of explosives attached to 
a Shi’ite youth’s booby-trapped corpse, a depreda-
tion that killed the youth’s father when he sought 
to retrieve his son’s body. 

in may 2005, a platoon from 3d acr’s Sabre 
Squadron took up an overwatch position near the 
hospital. However, the hospital soon became a target 
for attacks, and the public’s confidence in the hospital 
plummeted to new lows. Visits decreased to a nadir of 
less than 10 outpatients a day, and no patients would 
remain overnight because of the security situation. But 
the hospital was suddenly inhospitable to the enemy 
as well: injured insurgents were detained and medical 
support for the insurgency was denied. Third acr 
forces continued to guard the hospital until august 
2005, when an iraqi army unit assumed full-time 
responsibility. in the fall of 2005, a police station 
was established nearby, and the iraqi army stopped 
providing security for the hospital.

in September 2005, Operation restoring rights 
(Orr) succeeded in restoring security to the city, 

which optimized conditions for successful mcmO. 
Before Orr, an international medical nongovern-
mental organization (nGO) and the 3d acr civil 
affairs officer planned and coordinated medical 
services to meet the needs of Tal afar’s citizens. 
Third acr obtained a World Health Organization 
kit and pre-positioned medical goods in refugee 
camps. Three large-scale suicide attacks between 
the end of Orr Phase iii and the nationwide con-
stitutional referendum in October provided 3d acr 
an opportunity to demonstrate its commitment to 
the hospital and Tal afar. U.S. medical personnel 
cared for scores of civilian casualties during these 
emergencies. 

Guidance to the 3d acr from higher headquar-
ters regarding mcmO was “no medcaPs”, but no 
alternative doctrine existed, either formal or infor-
mal. Public health teams, which are a civil affairs 
asset, were not available after the conclusion of 
Phase iii of Orr. To remedy the shortfall, 3d acr 
initiated a novel plan, which it called medical clinic 
action Teams (mcaTs), to exploit the strength of 
its organic medical assets (see Table 1). The regi-
ment conducted substantial planning and rehearsals 
and coordinated security before the mission. The 
mcaTs delivered trauma supplies and textbooks, 
and the four teams split apart with accompanying 
security and collected over 100 findings of potential 
hospital needs.18

The mcaTs did more than just hospital assess-
ments: they created the opportunity for increased 
engagement with the region’s medical facilities 
and staffs. The regimental surgeon subsequently 
conducted bimonthly visits with Tal afar hospital 
and clinic directors over the next three months. 
The mcaT assessments provided a starting point 
to negotiate aid activities. in many cases, consulta-
tion was all that was required to address identified 
needs, such as providing a packing list for a pedi-
atric emergency crash kit. Table 2 below shows a 
variety of actions that were accomplished because 
of continued efforts after the mcaTs’ missions.

Third acr also actively sought to cooperate with 
local nGOs. representatives from international 
medical nGOs frequently attended meetings with 
the Tal afar medical leaders and pursued additional 
health-related aid projects (Table 3). The ninewa 
director general of health sent a representative to 
Tal afar to coordinate and synchronize priorities 
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Group Focus Group Members Assessment Tasks
Administration ● Medical troop commander

● Support operations officer
● Regimental surgeon
● Civil affairs officer

● Administration of hospital
● Communications

Clinical ● Field surgeon
● Regimental nurse
● Support operations officer  
    (supply and services)
● THT(-)
● Interpreter

● Obstetrics (infant mortality)
● Pediatrics
● Emergency room
● Operating room 
● Nursing procedures
● CL VIII supply procedures
● HUMINT

Physical plant and  
maintenance

● Seabee engineer
● Medical platoon leader
● Medical maintenance 
● Technician
● Interpreter

● Structural integrity of facility 
● Medical maintenance (identify non-mission capable 

equipment)
● Medical maintenance procedures (identify services 

and repair part resupply)
● Equipment serviceability (identify technology level)

Ancillary Services ● Medical platoon sergeant
● Ambulance platoon NCO
● Lab and x-ray technician
● Interpreter

● Laboratory assessment (identify capabilities and 
hazardous material procedures)

● X-ray (Identify capabilities and training)
● Ambulance/emergency vehicle fleet assessment 

(identify non-mission capable vehicles and trauma 
capabilities)

● Ambulance utilization (identify dispatching proce-
dures and partnership with other municipal agencies 
i.e. Iraqi Police, fire department, etc.)

Project Donation/Labor Source
Ambulance repair prior to December elections Commander’s Emergency Response Program funds
Warehouse replacement with donation of two  Regimental S4 donation, coordination with support 
Wheelchair donations coordinated International non-governmental organization (NGO)
Donation of medicines Corps donation
Donation of body bags 2/3 ACR medical platoon
Packing list for pediatric crash cart Regimental support squadron medical troop
Ambulance load plan Regimental support squadron medical troop
Intervention re: Shia complaints Regimental surgeon (RSURG), 2/3 ACR Squadron  
New water pipes in parking lot Regimental engineer
Emergency telephone number flyers Psychological operations (PSYOPS)
Preventive medicine teaching slides RSURG
Preventive medicine flyers for community distribution RSURG, PSYOPS
First aid kits for schools 2/3 ACR medical platoon
Project sharing with medical international NGO RSURG

Table 2.  3d ACR MCMO activities following MCAT.

Table 1.  Medical consulting action team groups.
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and efforts. interactive crosstalk with all interested 
parties created synergy and avoided duplication 
of effort.

The permanent presence of iraqi Security Forces 
(iSF) at the hospital facilitated a relationship of 
mutual benefit among the Iraqi hospital administra-
tors, iraqi medical personnel, and iSF. initial doubt 
gave way to cooperation, and familiarity and trust 
developed. medical care for iraqi soldiers and police 
officers improved when the 3d Iraqi 
army division received a surgeon 
in december. The Tal afar hospital 
director agreed to begin training iSF 
soldiers to become combat lifesavers, 
using a model already successfully 
implemented in the neighboring city 
of Sinjar. 

in January 2006, the acr capital-
ized on relationships that had devel-
oped in a few months of vigorous 
activity to organize a regional medical 
society. The newly arrived iraqi army 
surgeon at the iraqi army base near 
Tal afar hosted the Western ninewa 
medical conference (Wnmc), invit-
ing regional hospital and clinic direc-
tors as well as the ninewa directorate 
governor of health. The intent was to 
organize the region’s medical leaders, 
give them experience in the exercise 
of free assembly, and help them 
become a self-sustaining professional 

organization. The conference conferred additional 
legitimacy on the iraqi army surgeon as a valu-
able partner with the local physicians to improve 
regional medical capabilities. 

Third acr’s primary mcmO goal was to 
strengthen and rebuild Tal afar’s medical system to 
increase the local population’s trust in and reliance on 
iraqi Government institutions. Second Squadron com-
mander Lieutenant colonel chris Hickey stated, 

 i used to believe in medcaPs, but i saw that 
we achieved greater, more long-lasting, endur-
ing effects when we focused on improving their 
medical system. i could sense the level of fear 
and intimidation of the population by going to 
visit the hospital. during the summer of 2005, 
this level was very high. By the fall, i could sense 
people’s confidence and faith in security and their 
government had drastically improved. One indi-
cator was when the female doctors came back to 
work and the hospital started seeing women and 
babies again.19 

By February 2006, the hospital was seeing over 800 
patients a day, a huge jump from the 10 per day in 
summer 2005.20 in my last meeting with the Tal 
afar hospital director, in February 2006, he told 

1. Established 8 water points with 10,000 liter 
capacity and rented water trucks to supply 
daily potable water to 8 districts.

2. Repaired broken pipes on main water line 
and supplied water office with manual tools, 
welding machine, uniforms, boots.

3. Constructed 12 garbage pits within  
neighborhoods.

4. Planned to supply Al-Salam public health 
clinic with furniture and medical equipment.

5. Initiated construction of birthing unit in  
Al-Amal public health clinic. 

Table 3.  Selected medical international  
NGO activities in Tal Afar.

Iraqi patients in the Tal Afar hospital in January 2006 after security had 
been reestablished and medical civil-military operations were underway.
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me, “i see peace in the faces of the people for the 
first time in two years.”

Summary
in “Winning the Peace,” Lieutenant General chi-

arelli cited President John F. Kennedy’s remark that 
“few of the important problems of our time have, 
in the final analysis, been solved by military power 
alone.”21 in a similar vein, Lieutenant colonel 
Hickey stated, “restoring the community’s faith in 
the hospital was one of the keys to our strategy of 
restoring confidence in the Iraqi government. The 
other keys were restoring confidence in the city 
government, getting the judicial system operating, 
improving the schools, getting markets reopened 
and people to work, improving the food distribution 
system, improving power and water services, and 
restoring trust in the iraqi security forces.”22 

The U.S. army medical department is a powerful 
force that can contribute to operational success on 
today’s battlefield by exercising medical diplomacy. 
army doctrine should leverage the full capabilities of 
army physicians, physician’s assistants, medics, and 
other medical personnel, and these capabilities should 
be tested during unit-level training exercises. combat 
commanders will gain a valuable tool in cOin opera-
tions by directing their units’ organic medical assets 
to conduct appropriate capacity-building mcmO. 

The principles of successful mcmO are secure, 
engage, and build. First, establishing security for 
local hospitals and clinics should be paramount. 
Second,  to ensure they understand the needs and 

wants of iraqis in their aOs, units should engage 
regularly with local iraqi medical leaders, who are 
likely to be influential members in their communi-
ties. This should include frequent assessments to 
maintain situational awareness. Finally, after assess-
ing the community’s needs and their own priorities 
and capabilities, units should build medical capac-
ity in the aO. They must take corrective action to 
avoid self-defeating actions, and should eschew any 
Vietnam-era kind of medical program.

as iraqis begin to trust and embrace their national 
and provincial governments and rely on essential 
government services such as medical care, they 
will reject the insurgency. Building iraqi medical 
capabilities instead of providing direct medical care 
will assist in that effort and increase iraqi self-suf-
ficiency. The combined acts, improving security 
using combat forces, engaging local health profes-
sionals and institutions using brigade-level medical 
assets, and employing mcmO-building activities 
will help achieve the combat commander’s objec-
tives on the battlefield and America’s strategic 
objectives in the region. MR 

The day of the MCAT: (left to right) CPT Dan Liedl, med troop 
commander; MAJ Hugh Davis, support officer; Dr. Salih, Tal 
Afar hospital director; Dr. Said, Tal Afar clinics director; and 
the author.
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